Team lists, licensing and required officials
Please download off the website the Team Sheet 2021.
Each team is required to submit the name of the swimmer, Swim England number and date of birth, for each event in each
gala. Please submit this to the host club on Friday evening, so that there is time for the recorders to upload the information
before the gala. This same data should also be provided, before warm-up, to the host club, on a memory stick. It is
ABSOLUTELY VITAL that the data provided is the same as that held for the swimmer by Swim England. If the data for a
swimmer is not correct, none of the results from the gala will go on rankings. Changes of swimmers for an event because
of sickness etc MUST be advised to the recorders, on forms, provided on the website and at the gala.

To all team managers and coaches
Important announcement
It is absolutely vital that all the data provided on the memory stick is totally correct for each swimmer. The first name and
the surname must be correct and correctly spelt. The registration number must be correct and so must the date of birth. All

the data for a swimmer must be exactly what is shown on the Swim England registration data for the swimmer.
If the data is not a correct match, then the time will not be on rankings.
The team sheet and validation 2021 and the team sheet and validation instructions 2021, as well as the change of
swimmer forms can be found on the website using the following link
https://www.nationalswimmingleague.org.uk/gala-documentation/

With regard to officials:The league rules require that ALL teams provide a qualified, J1 and a qualified, J2. These officials must be
licensed. This is a league rule, regardless of the level of licensing. The league can impose a fine for noncompliance with this rule, and if a fine is not paid, the team will not be able to compete in future rounds. This
year there will however be flexibility, but teams are asked to endeavour to meet the league’s requirements for
officials. If the officials provided do not meet the requirements for the level of licensing for the gala, the licence
level for the gala will be downgraded.

